
Dear Author, 

Thank you for your interest in positioning a book with TNG Canada for placement at one of our key retail 

partners. If you have not done so already, please submit all details regarding your book including a cover 

image, content summary, retail price, EAN, and publisher/distributor and any other pertinent info to: 

booksubmissions@tng.com.

All books are reviewed by our book buying team, and if there is sufficient interest someone from our 

Book Purchasing Team will be in contact shortly. Due to the high volume of submissions, we cannot 

respond to all queries but will do our best to respond if there are specific questions. Apart from difficulty 

finding room within the high number of submissions received and small sections books hold in stores, 

the book logistics process can sometimes be difficult for independent publishers/authors. Typical terms 

include unsold items being fully returnable to a Canadian address, and all shipping paid by the publisher 

(our main DCs are in Calgary, Toronto, and Halifax).  Payment is 60 days from the end of the month that 

the first unit sold.

We recommend looking at established book distributors like Sandhill Book Marketing 

www.sandhillbooks.com or Heritage Group Distribution www.hgdistribution.com  as they can assist with 

marketing and logistics at the larger wholesale level if you want to pursue other avenues for distributing 

your book. At this time, INGRAM Publishing Services is not an established vendor for distribution with 

TNG Canada nor are books published by this supplier eligible for distribution. If you have an established 

traditional publisher already distributing your book, we will contact the publisher directly to discuss 

further distribution at retail.

Please Note: TNG Canada, in general, will not consider POD (print-on-demand) books for distribution. 

Review copies and marketing materials 

We wish you success in your endeavors. 

Regards, 

Ross Harrhy  
National Purchasing Manager


